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assimilated to will 
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Copjec, J. n

Corax , 

Cornell, D. n, n, n, n

Corpus Iuris Civilis , 

courtesan, see hetaira
courts, variety of –

Cover, R. M. , , n, 

crime (as event) , , , 

criminal, psychology of , , –, 
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de Man, P. 

death sentence , –, 
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democracy 

direct participation in , , –
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ideal subject of 

and law , , –, –
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lineage of –, , –
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sovereignty
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delivery of 
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see also Aeschines; body; index locorum
Derrida, J. ix, n, n

desire
erotic and economic –

juridical –, –, –
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see also jurors
diagnōsis 

dianoia
and intention , , 

of the lawmaker , , –

of the testator , –

diathēkai , 

dikaiosunē –

dikastic oath , n

and amnesty oath , , 

to vote in accordance with laws , , ,


to vote using gnōmē dikaiotatē , 

see also gnōmē dikaiotatē
Dikē, dikē –, , 

see also justice
dikai –, 

vs. graphai , , , , , ,


see also aikeias; kakēgorias; pseudomarturiōn
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disability –
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dowry , , –

Draco , 

homicide law of , n, , 

duBois, P. 
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reverse , 
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equity (to epieikes) n, , ,


erga, vs. logoi , , , ,
–

eschatology 

see also death
ēthopoiia 

ēthos
and action , 

generic nature of , 

as rhetorical strategy –, 

in tragedy and oratory 

Eunomia, eunomia , , 

euthunē 

exegetes (exēgētai) , 

exile
of Andocides –

of demos during civil war –
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expertise, suspicion of –

family
fragility of –, –, 

as legal construct –, , –

see also ankhisteia; oikos
family tree 

fathers
of the Athenian demos , , –

defense of , 

duty to avenge , , , –

and legitimacy of son 

power to name –

see also filial piety; jurors; paternal authority
Felman, S. , n, n, n

feuding, see agonism
fictions, legal , , , , , 

filial piety , –, 

see also fathers
Fisher, N. R. E. 

foreclosure , –

forensic oratory
authenticity of x, , , 

characters of 

clichéd nature of x, 

contradictory self-relation of , , ,


corpus of x, –

dialectical nature of , , , 

distinguished from juridical discourse xi, 

as historical source –

lying in –, 

polarizing logic of –

retrospective orientation of –

sources of authority in –

see also biography; codification; poetry;
rhetoric; tragedy

forgetting, see amnesia; memory
Foucault, M. n, , n, , n,



Foxhall, L. 

Freud, S. , n, n, , 

funeral oration 

Gagarin, M. , , , , , , n,


gangs , 

genealogy –, 

of juridical discourse –, –, ,
–, –, 

of law –, , –

as metaphor –, 

see also demos; justice; maternal genealogy;
succession

Gernet, L. , n, , n

Gilhuly, K. n

gnēsios , 

gnōmē dikaiotatē , 

gods –, , , –, 

see also pollution; law
Goodrich, P. n, n, n, n, n,

n, n, 

Gorgias 

gossip 

graphai, see dikai; hubris; nomon mē epitēdeion
theinai; paranomōn

gunē –, –

see also wife

Halperin, D. M. 

hamartia –, –, 

see also involition
Harris, E. M. n, n

Hegel, G. W. F. 

hekōn, see akōn; intention
Herman, G. , 

hermeneutics, juridical –

hetaira (courtesan) n

love for 

as metaphor , –

name of 

vs. wife –, , –, –

hetaireia , 

historiography, law as , , –

history, vs. memory –

ho boulomenos , –, , , –

ho epibouleuōn , , 

homicide
intentional and unintentional –

law against just or unjust –

lawful , , 

see also Draco
homonoia , , 
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homonym –, –, 

hubris –, , 

of elite , , 

graphē –, –

and intention 

law of , n

meaning of 

humor, as rhetorical strategy –

Humphreys, S. C. , n

Hunter, V. J. 

identification, of jurors with speaker , –,
, , –, 

inheritance
cases, nature of –, 

cases, as posthumous legal actions –

claims kata genos vs. kata dosin –,
–

vagueness of laws governing –

see also Isaeus; legitimacy; Solon; succession;
will

intention –, –, –

see also akōn/hekōn; dianoia; hubris; involition;
lawmaker; premeditation; pronoia; subject

involition , , –

and liability –

in tragedy 

see also accident; akōn/hekōn; hamartia
irony 

irrationality
and the contract , , –, –

as legally invalidating , , –,
–

in the Tetralogies , 

and the will –

see also melankholē; paranoia; sanity
Isaeus 

On the Estate of Cleonymus –, 

On the Estate of Philoctemon , –

On the Estate of Pyrrhus –

see also index locorum
isomoiria , , 

Isotimides, decree of –

Johnstone, S. n, , n, , 

juridical discourse xi, –

aesthetics of –, –

asystematicity of , –

boundaries of xii, , , –, –, , 

as civic archive , –

exclusions of , , –, 

hyperproductivity of , , , , 

internal consistency of –

reproduction of –, –, , –

subjective structure of , , –

see also authority; bio-power; closure; forensic
oratory; genealogy

jurors
as andres 

charity of 

as demos , –, , , –

desire of –, 

as fathers or sons n, , –, –

as guardians of law , , , –

knowledge of , , 

as lawmakers , 

as participants in crime –

as soldiers 

as witnesses , n, , , –

see also identification; phusis; Thirty Tyrants
justice

genealogy of –

vs. law , –, –, , –, –

law’s claim to , 

see also Dikē; equity; memory; rhetoric

kakēgorias, dikē 

Kennedy, G. n, n, n

kettle logic –, 

khorēgos , 

kosmopolis 

kosmos –, 

Kurke, L. 

Lacan, J. , , , 

LaCapra, D. n

Laclau, E. 

Lanni, A. M. 

Lape, S. 

law ixn, –

agency of 

divine , , 

force of –, –, 

ideal , –

and literature movement , –

practice of xi
spirit and letter of , –

see also agency; agonism; code; death;
democracy; genealogy; historiography;
justice; name; nomos; polis; politics;
rhetoric; rule of law, semiotics of law;
subjectivity; temporality; violence; writing

lawmaker , –

empathy of 

intent of , , , , 

see also dianoia; Draco; jurors; Solon
laws (statutes) xi, –

ambiguity of , –, 

as source of authority , –

immortality of , , 
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personified , , 

persuasive use of –

procedural nature of 

as regulatory principle , 

revision of (/ bce) n, –, ,
–

secondary 

tendentiously interpreted , –, 

see also code; dikai; graphai; inheritance;
Solon; unwritten laws; witnesses

legitimacy 

difficulty of establishing –, –

indistinguishable from illegitimacy ,
–, –

see also family; gnēsios; succession
lēthē, see alētheia
liar’s paradox , 

literature, legal speech as , –, –, 

see also law
Locri , , 

logographer x, , , 

logos, logoi , –, , , , , , 

see also erga, rhetoric
Loraux, N. , n, –, 

love, courts of 

Luhmann, N. n, 

Lycurgus, see index locorum
lying, see forensic oratory
Lysias

experience of during civil war 

as litigant 

Against Agoratus –, –, 

For the Disabled Man , –

Against Eratosthenes –

On the Murder of Eratosthenes –, –

Against Theomnestus , –, , ,


see also index locorum

MacDowell, D. M. , 

madness, see irrationality
Mannoni, O. n

marriage –, –

as contract , 

as reflection of man’s mental state –

see also enguē; gunē; wife
martures, see witnesses
maternal genealogy , –, –, –,



mē mnēsikakein , 

and the amnesty , , 

equivalent to homonoiein , 

as prosecutorial memory , 

unnegated , , 

see also amnesia; amnesty; civil war; memory

medical diction , n, , , 

melancholia –

melankholē , 

memory
collective 

courts as site of , –, –

dangers of , –

as justice –, , –

obsessive –

prosecutorial , 

see also alētheia; amnesia; history
mens rea , , , 

metaphor –, –, –, 

literalized , –

vs. metonym –, –

operation of , , , 

as symptom , , 

metics 

metonymy , –

politics of –, 

Metroön , 

miasma, see pollution
military metaphors , –, 

misrecognition 

moikheia 

Mysteries, Eleusinian n, n

and Herms, affair of –, 

name
law’s power to grant , –

as mark of citizenship –

as mark of paternity –

subject’s subjection to –

see also Demosthenes; fathers; hetaira; women
nasophagy –

neighbors 

nomon mē epitēdeion theinai, graphē –,


nomos, nomoi , , , , –

see also law; laws; phusis
nomothesia , , , 

non compos mentis, see irrationality
Nora, P. , 

oaths , 

and contract , n, , 

and legitimacy 

see also amnesty; compulsion; dikastic oath
Ober, J. –, n, n

obscenity 

oikeiotēs , –, 

oikos , , –, –

see also ankhisteia; family; succession
open texture, of Athenian law 

Ostwald, M. n, n
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pallakē (concubine) n

of Philoneus (Ant. ) –

status of n, , 

paradeigma , –, 

paragraphē , 

paranoia 

paranomia 

paranomōn, graphē n, –

Parker, R. n

parrhēsia , , 

paternal authority, and legal authority –

patriline, see succession
Pericles’ Citizenship Law n, –, 

persuasion –, –, 

pharmakos , , 

phēmē –

philanthrōpia , –

philosophy xi–xii
phratry , n

phronēsis , , 

phusis
anthropology of –, 

of jurors –, –, 

and nomos , , –, –, –, ,
, –

and physiology –

pity , –

Plato , , , , 

see also index locorum
poetry, citation of in forensic oratory , ,



poiēsis, see adoption
polis

grounded on law –

metonymic structure of , , –

and oikos , , , –

semiotics of –

see also democracy; demos; temporality
politics

law as continuation of , 

and rhetoric –

simplified by lawsuit –

tropological structure of –, 

see also metonymy
pollution , , , , 

as economic imbalance 

as a jurisprudential theory –, , 

popular sovereignty , , –, , 

synthesis with rule of law –, –, ,
–, 

see also demos; rule of law
poverty –

precedent –

premeditation –, , 

see also intention; pronoia

probability –, –, , –

see also eikos; reality; subject; women
profit motive –

prohairesis , –, , , 

pronoia , , 

proofs, artless 

prostitution , 

pseudomarturiōn, dikē , 

reality, and probability –, –, 

restraint, ethic of , 

rhētōr –, , , 

as juncture between laws and jury 

as sykophant 

see also Demosthenes; identification
rhetoric

ambivalence of forensic oratory toward , ,
, , 

deceptive –, 

empty , –

fertility of 

force of , 

as force for justice , 

as point of instability , –, , –,


law as –

and moral probity –

repudiation of , , , , , , 

suspicion of in Athens –, 

see also compulsion; democracy; forensic
oratory; persuasion; politics; subject; truth

Robertson, N. n

rule of law , , , , , , , 

see also popular sovereignty
rumor, see phēmē
Ryan, M. , 

sanity, as legality , 

see also irrationality; phronēsis; prohairesis
Schaps, D. M. 

self-help , n

semiotics of law , , , –, ,
–

slaves , , , –, n

as natural objects of violence , , 

testimony of –, , 

see also basanos
Solon

authority of , , , 

and Croesus 

establishment of popular courts by 

laws of , , , , , , , ,
, 

as prosecutor 

statue of 
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testamentary law of , –, , ,
, , 

ventriloquized in court , –, 

sons, see fathers; filial piety; jurors
sophists , , n, , n

Sophocles Antigone 

speeches, see forensic oratory
statutes, see laws
Stoa Basileios , , , 

subject, legal –, –, 

complex –, , 

emptiness of , 

as fiction –, 

generic , –

intentional –

probable , –

rhetorical nature of –, –, , 

subjectivity, of law , , , –

succession
lineal –, , 

myths , 

see also genealogy; inheritance
sykophant –, –, , n

symmetry –, 

symptom , , , 

temporality
of the city –, , , , , ,

–

of the law , –, , , , ,


recursivity of , , –, 

rupture of –, –, 

unity of , –, , , 

themis 

Theramenes , –

Theramenes Papyrus , 

Thesmophoria 

Thirty Tyrants , , –, n

jurors as agents of , , 

legal reforms of 

trial of –, 

see also demos
Thomas, R. 

Thucydides , , 

see also index locorum
Todd, S. C. , n, , , 

tragedy xii
allusions to in forensic oratory , n, ,



eikos in 

ēthos in 

hamartia in , –

see also Aeschylus Oresteia
trauma –, 

trial
agonistic structure of , 

as continuation of crime , 

as convergence of laws and demos –,
–, 

public opinion as 

as reconstruction of past 

see also accident; law; truth
truth , 

and basanos –, , –, –

as external to the trial , –, 

and rhetoric , 

and violence , , –

see also alētheia; lying
tukhē 

see also accident
typology , –, , 

tyranny –

unconscious, juridical n

unhappy consciousness , 

unwritten laws , 

Usher, S. 

vengeance , –, –

verdict
authoritative 

as diagnosis 

as precedent –

known 

wrong –, 

victim impact statement n

violence –, 

culturally defined 

internal to the law –, –, , 

law-preserving 

legitimate and illegitimate , –, 

social vs. legal , , –, –, , ,


symbolic , 

unrecognized , , , , 

see also basanos; slaves; truth
volition, see intention; involition
voluntarism , , , 

voluntary prosecutor , –, , n,


see also ho boulomenos

White, J. B. n

wife –, –

see also gunē; hetaira; maternal genealogy;
women

will (testament) , , , –, 

and adoption –

as communication with the dead –, 
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will (testament) (cont.)
insecurity of –

and intent of the testator , –, –

see also contract; diathēkai; irrationality
Wilson, P. 

witnesses –

dishonest , 

to family matters , , , , , 

laws as 

see also jurors; pseudomarturiōn
Wolpert, A. 

women
as bearers of legitimacy –

indeterminacy of , , , –

as legal agents , 

names of , , –

ontological status of , –, 

persuasion by , , –

and probability –

see also gunē; hetaira; maternal genealogy;
pallakē; wife

writing, and the law , , , , –

see also code; unwritten laws
written documents , , 

Wyse, W. 

Xenophon 

see also index locorum

Zaleucus , , 
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